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Bobs?., Robert J. (M.S., Civil Engineering)
The Bank of Westminster and Hyland Office Park Construc-
tion Contracts aa Engineering Student Classroom Projects:
Construction Phase.
Employers often find that the recently hired
engineering school graduate has difficulty in correlating
the methodology and the technology learned in the class-
room to actual construction projects. The following
report attempts to help in tying togcthe- classroom work
and an actual construction project.
Information for the report was provided by
Walters Construction Management, Inc. The report
describes an actual office building presently under
construction. Portions of the report are intended to be
used as narrative type lessons, other parts are to be
used as laboratory problems.
The report focuses on the organisational struc-
ture of the construction firm and the contractual
reguireanents of the construction firm. The text then
analyses selected portions of the projecr in order to
explain why certain construction related procedures have
been made.
Photographs of the construction phase of the
project are presented. The photographs are intended to
provide a pictorial history of the construction project.
Past reports on this project will be used along
with this report to develop a complete, total construc-
tion project for classroom application.
This abstract is approved as to form and content.
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^Within the scope of the undergraduate and gradu-
ate Civil and Architectural engineeering programs is the
need to relate information from textbooks and classrooraa
to the actual construction industry. This report will
attempt to bridge the gap between real world situations
and the world of academics.
Walters Construction Management has agreed to "Vet
their organization and one of their current projects
serve as a model for this report. The Bank of West-
minster is under construction at the corner of 92nd
Avenue and Sheridan Blvd. The bank project along with
the organizational structure of Walters Construction
Management will be studied and analyzed and results will
give a realistic approach to future student assignments.
The objectives of this report are to study the
construction phase of the Bank of Westminster and to tie
it to specific graduate and undergraduate courses offered
in the Construction Management field in the Department of
Civil and Architectural Engineering. This report will
study the development of the B.L. Walters company from
the original corporate entity of Walters Construction
Management and why this cooperation came into existence.
The actual organization of Walters Construction
Management will be used as a reference for study in the
Construction Management (CE 525) class. This will give
the class a successful and working oganization to compare
with the different organizational structures referred to
in the classroom. Students will be able to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of this particular organi-
zation and compare their thoughts with the thoughts of
members in the organization of Walters Construction
Management. The class will be given the organizational
structure and then discuss the formal and infomal links
of each department. Afterwards they can again compare
their assumptions or results with those of the actual
formal and informal links within Walters Construction
Management.
By following one of the numerous subcontractors
on this job students will experience the actual paper
flow and contract related problems encountered during
this project. This will be very effective in the
Construction Contracts (C2 '524) class when discussing
effects of backcharging or how backcharging or changes in
the plans will affect the subcontractor and his contract.
The use of time lapse photography wi 1 ! b« used in
the Construction Engineering I & II (CE 528 fc CE 529)
classes. Time lapse photography will show actual repeti-
tive construction methods used on this project. The
class will be able to analyze these methods and decide on
>
possible alternative solutions to these specific con-
struction pra ices.
Each classroom application will have packaged
slides specifically for that module which will give a
visual recording of the project at specific construction
phases and will assist students in visualizing the
project phasa being discussed. The slides will encompass
the project from the clearing of the site through the
complete building.
PAJIT I - :?J10JECT REPORT
TBB ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE AND THE
CREATION OP WALTERS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
The B.L. Walters Corporation was formed approxi-
mately three years ago, in 1981, to the corporate level
from the Walters Construction Management organization
which was formed in 1974. The primary motivation for
forming a full service development company from the
traditional construction management firm was the desire
of the Chief Executive Officer to have control over what
was being developed and h<,w that development was to be
accomplished. Because of the objective to have complete
control, Walters Construction Management expanded and
became the Bill L. Walters Company.
This Corporation is comprised of numerous
companies that handle the acquisition of the land, the
development of the raw l-'nd, the management of the
construction, the maintenance and management of the
constructed building, the leasing of completed buildings,
and a Chief Financial Officer to maintain all the
accounting records of the B.L. Walters Company. The
overall corporate structure is shown in Figure 1.
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This report will deal strictly with the construc-
tion management portion of the entire organization and
will also touch upon the management/maintenance of a
project once a project has been completed. The construc-
tion management part of B.L. Walters Company, hereafter
referred to as Walters Construction Management, is a
wholly owned subsidiary, and is divided into five areas.
These areas are Architectural and Design, Shell Construc-
tion, Tenant Finish, Roads and Utilities, and Accounting.
Each of these separate areas operate on an arms-
length, serai-formal basis with the D.L. Walters Company.
At the head of Walters Construction Management is the
Vice President and General Manager who reports directly
to the President of B.L. Walters Company. The manager of
Shell Projects and the Manager of Tenant Finish, along
with the Manager of Road and Utilities, the Senior Archi-
tect and the Senior Accountant report directly to the
Vice President.
The structure of Walters Construction management
makes it very clear that as the general contractor,
Walters Construction Management will subcontract a great
deal of the worX. As an organisation they do not main-
tain the personnel to do the majority of work that a
General Contractor can. By maintaining their own Project
Managers and Field Supervisors, Walters Construction
Management maintains control of these projects. In the
architectural area the design drawings may be produced
1-3
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either by Walters or by outside designers. In the event
that an outside designer is used, Walters Construction
Management maintains control over the actual design, the
design costs, and the design period.
During the design phase both the Shell Construc-
tion Department and the Tenant Finish Department are
deeply involved in the design phase. All agreements
between the various departments are at arras-length and
there are written contracts between the various depart-
ments .
Tenant finish is one of the new areas created at
Walters Construction Management because of the increased
need for specialists to deal with tenants and getting
them moved into their building. It is seen as one of the
most important areas within the Walters Construction
Management organization. At Walters Construction Manage-
ment they recognized the need for this specialty and
reorganized, creating Tenant Finish. The improvement of
and a more receptive attitude toward tenant finish was
seen as a bona fide plus in the renting of completed
buildings and development of good customer relations.
The Tenant Finish Department has become one of the
biggest departments of Walters Construction Management.
The Tenant Finish department is considered the income
stream for Walters Construction Management. Working with
the tenants and insuring their satisfaction is one of the
biggest reasons for the success of Walters Construction
1-4
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Management. To enhance the organization's credibility
and to utilize the "one atop shopping" principal, a good
Tenant Finish Department is essential to a successful
company.
The goals of Tenant Finish are to give the
customer complete satisfaction in their final spaces.
Tenant Finish works very closely with the Design area and
the Shell Construction area in the very beginning to
alleviate problems with the customer's requests. The
Tenant Finish Deartment is structured so that under the
Manager of Tenant Finish there is an Interior Design
Manager who, with the space planners assigned to him,
will do the interior design for the tenant based on
proven interior designs. The Interior Design Manager
will incorporate into his designed spaces other options
or additions that the customer may desire. Walters
Construction Management builds typical office buildings
thereby creating a quick, concise decisionmaking process
of what will work in a specific building and what will
not.
When the building is erected and weatherproof,
the Project Managers for Tenant Finish, who with their
own Field Supervisors, complete the interior portion of
the building. The Project Manager for the Tenant Finish
will maintain clear, concise records of what is being
done to the interior of the building. With the typical
building having more than one tenant, he will keep
1-5
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records of what spaces are for what tenants and keep his
field supervisors appraised of any changes in deaign or
schedule. The Tenant Finish Department will also do some
work for organizations other than Walters Construction
Management. The amount of this work is minimal and only
comes to approximately ten percent of the actual tenant
finish work accomplished.
The Shell Construction part of the Walters
Construction Management organization is very similar to
the Tenant Finish Department. Under the Manager of Shell
Projects there are various Project Managers and in turn,
under the Project Managers are various Field Supervisors.
The Project Manager would be involved with the
project from the very first design meeting through the
tenant occupation of the building. During the initial
design meeting the Project Manager will be there with the
Architects and Designers so that when any questions arise
about the design in conjunction with the actual construc-
tion, it can be answered quickly. The Project Manager
also communicates with the Various Consulting Engineers
hired by the Design Department to help answer any ques-
tions that may come up about the Mechanical, Electrical,
or Structural systems. The Project Manager would report
directly to the Manager of Shell Projects with any
problems that he could not solve informally with his
counterpart in the Design area, Tenant Finish area,
Accounting area, or Road and Utility area. The basic
1-6
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philosophy of the entire organization ia to solve any
problem that may arise at the lowest possible level.
If the Project Manager can't solve a problem
informally, he would move up his chain of command to the
Manager of Shell Projects who will try to solve the
problem at his level. If this is not possible then the
Vice President and General Manager of Walters Construc-
tion Management will make the decision. Because of the
informality and the close proximity of these various
Managers and Project Managers it is infrequent that a
problem can not be solved among the people involved.
In conclusion, the Walters Construction Manage-
ment organization is a main part of a Design-Build
organization that also incorporates the management/maint-
enance of the structure. The Walters Construction
Management organization goes one step further than the
Professional Construction Manager organization and not
only designs and builds, but also leases, manages, and
maintains the structures they erect. This Xeeps Walters
a step ahead of their competition. Walters Construction
Management controls the design, the design cost, and the
design period but also maintains their credibility and
their positives public image by catering to their
customers not only in the construction phase, but after-
wards in the moving in and leasing phase.
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OBJECTIVES OF WALTERS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
AS COMPARED TO THEORETICAL ORGANIZATIONS
In comparison with normal project delivery
systems, Walters Construction Management is a combination
of the Owner-Builder organization and the Professional
Construction Management organization.
Theoretically, a Professional Construction
Management organization combines three parties into a
team consisting of the owner, designer, and construction
manager in a non-adversary relationship. The construc-
tion manager wor *.s closely with the owner and the
designer from the beginning to the completion of the
project. The construction manager does not normally
perform constructioi work with his own forces or guaran-
tee the overall cosv. of the work. Once the budget is
approved the construction manager monitors developments
in schedules, quality requirements, and spending in order
to maintain the objectives established in the beginning
of the project. The construction manager advises and
coordinates the procurement of any long lead materials or
equipment. Be will monitor the payments to subcontrac-
tors, the changes in contracts or any claims. In
general, the construction manager monitors actual cost,
schedules, and quality control.
1-8
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IWalters Construction Management does all of this,
but is different in one very important aspect of the
typical model. Walters Construction Management does not
go out and bid on projects to manage; their projects are
established down through the hierarchy of their chain of
command. The Chief Executive Officer who is an architect
by training, may want to develop land in accordance with
members of an organization that he has an interest in,
thereby creating the projects.
Walters' desire to maintain absolute control over
their project is in line with the aims of the Owner-
Builder organization. In theory, the owner is responsi-
ble for the design and construction of the project. The
owner has the option of using his own work forces or to
subcontract part or all cf the work.
The Walters Construction Management organization
is a Line and Staff Task Porce. As shown in Figure 1
there is a distinct hierarchy and a designated chain of
command. The hierarchy is designated only for those
decisions that can't be resolved at lower levels in the
organization. A strength of Walters Construction Manage-
ment is the project orientation of the entire project
team. One of the weaknesses, in theory, in a line and
staff organization is that individuals may be troubled by
the dual accountability to both a project and a func-
tional boss.
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Walters Construction Management is also struc-
tured somewhat as a Matrix Organization. The informal
lines of the' structure opens lines of communication at
all levels and gives people the ability to talk with
counterparts and maintain a knowledgeable and productive
environment. Therefore, Walters construction Management
is most definitely a Line and Staff Task Force, but with
a little of the Matrix Organization added to help alle-
viate any communication problems.
In conclusion, the main objective of Walters
Construction Management is to maintain absolute control
over the project and to produce a product that is a
marketable commodity.
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1DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WALTERS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS
A major difference between Walters Construction
Management and other developers is the "one stop shop-
ping" approach. Not only will Walter* Construction
Management design the building, they will manage the
interior finish, and will maintain the upkeep of the
building and surrounding grounds. This is a major
difference since most developers utilize a fragmented
approach to the development of buildings.
A construction Manager who utilizes the frag-
mented approach will have someone come in who owns the
land and wants it developed. This manager may or may not
help find a designer that can design what the owner wants
on the land. Once the design is approved by all inter-
ested parties, it is then turned over to the construction
manager. The construction nanager in turn requests bids
based on these designs from various general contractors
who in turn receive bids from various subcontractors.
Once the construction manager picks his general
contractor he will manage the job as per plans and speci-
fications and keep track of any changes in the project.
He will be the owner's representative on the job. The
construction manager, in most instances, will carry
1-11
professional liability insurance for this specific
project and also on any other project he may be managing
at the tine.
Under Walters Construction management, a major
difference is that Walters Construction Management is
covered under an umbrella policy from the B.L. Walters
Company for professional liability. When Walters
Construction Management gets a project to be managed, it
usually has been first brainstormed at the Chief Execu-
tive Officer'* level of the B.L. Walters Company. The
land has been acquired under the Land Acquisition Depart-
ment of B.L. Walters Company, and the developers in Land
Development may have specific plans for this tract of
land.
Walters Construction Management, like other
construction managers, would go out looking for bids for
the various parts of construction, but would act as their
own general contractor. The differences are quite unique
in that Walters Construction Management has control over
the design of the project, 'control of the construrtiun
management of the project, control over changes in the
design of the project, and cnce the project is complete,
control over the management of the building.
A developer or construction manager who utilizes
the fragmented approach can run into many difficulties
during the project's construction. There could b«* quite
a bit of money spent in litigation determining who is
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responsible and who will pay for corrections to any
faulty design or construction applications. If once a
tenant has occupied the building and there are mainte-
nance problems, the developer must get in touch with the
people who do their maintenance to correct it. In the
B.L. Walters company, they would handle their own mainte-
nance problems and there would be no doubt as to what the
priority is.
In the fragmented approach, the "finger pointing"
and litigation could go on for quite awhile. Finding out
who is responsible and then making sure the responsible
party adheres to their end of the agreement could be
costly not only in dollars, but also in time. While in
the full service development company such as Walters
Construction Management, a decision could be made and
action to fix the problem could be imposed.
The Walters Construction Management organization
allows decisions to be made faster in the pre-construc-
tion phase and the construction phase than in the frag-
mented approach. This is' because in the fragmented
approach, the construction manager or developer is trying
to touch base with numerous people involved in the
project at various locations. The start up cycle in
decisionmaking at Walters Construction Management is
quite short compared to a fragmented approach of
construction management. At Walters Construction Manage-
ment the process of decisionmaking is known and has been
1-13
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iutilized over and ove r again. The members of the organi-
zation know who is in charge and where to go for certain
decisions. In a fragmented approach, the construction
manager must first establish the lines of communication
and the chain of command. This alone is very time
consuming
.
A significant difference is that the Chief Execu-
tive Officer of B.L. Walters Company has absolute control
over the Walters Construction Management organization as
well as Land Acquisition, Land Development, Maintenance/
Management, etc. which ensures a quick decisionmaking
process. Because of this control, the Walters Construc-
tion Management organization can be more positive and
make absolute commitments to cities, municipalities,
and/or other public service areas for not only the
construction of a project but its overall development.
This greatly enhances the credibility of the organization
as well as maintaining the flexibility to propose or
accept alternatives to the design quickly and effec-
tively.
In conclusion, the significant difference between
Walters Construction Management and the fragmented
approach is that the decisionmaking process in both the
pre-construction and construction phase is quicker and
much more efficient in an organization such as Walters
Construction Management. Having all the participants for
a certain project under one roof makes the life of the
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project from conception to completion significantly
shorter and improves the quality of the finished project




ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
WALTERS CONSTRUCTION HASAGZMKJT
In interviews and conversations with several
members of the organizational structure of Walters
Construction Management, some distinct advantages and
disadvantages of the organization appeared.
A distinct advantage that appeared frequently was
that there was a more positive attitude towards the
customer and that commitments would be made and adhered
to. The majority of people felt that this was a great
advantage in enhancing Walters Construction Management's
credibility and was in conjunction with the B.L. Walters
Company policy of insuring the customer's satisfaction.
At times this could be a disadvantage. Because of the
organization's feeling of responsibility, they could be
abused by trying to make the customer happy at all costs
.
Having to maintain the warranty can sometimes crsate the
feeling of jumping through hoops.
During good construction periods, the desire to
control the project in its entirety could be an advantage
because you have a varied selection of customers to
choose from. A disadvantage to maintaining complete
control is that a number of contractors don't want to
give up control to Walters Construction Management, so
they don't work for them. This is found more often
1-16
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during good construction periods. This could put a
damper on the marketplace for Walters Construction
Management, creating a loss of consultants and a loss of
a certain part of the market. During slow times in the
construction field, this desire for control is not an
advantage, but it is not a big disadvantage.
One disadvantage is that it costs more to do
business. The continuity of the organization creates a
need for more supervisors to be kept on the payroll when
times are slow. In other organizations they would
release some supervisors, but at Walters Construction
Management they are retained.
Having changes dealt with at a lower level in the
organization is a valuable advantage. If there is a
policy change affecting a project, because of the
informal chain of command within Walters Construction
Management, it can be dealt with quickly and at the level
the change is having the most effect. The most distinc-
tive advantage observed was that there was more teamwork
in t!ie organization at Walters Construction Management.
The adversary relationship was minimal and it was
observed that any adversities between certain departments
could be resolved. The goal of Walters Construction
Management is known by everybody and the teamwork needed
to achieve that goal is there. It is respected that when
it comes down to "passing the buck" or if adverse designs
or adverse construction occur, it is all kept within the
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B.L. Walters Company organization. This enhances the
ability for problems to be solved expeditiously and
favorably to all parties involved
.
In conclusion, based on my interviews and
personal observations, it was found that the advantages
of the Walters Construction Management organization
outtweighed the disadvantages. Various members of the
organization felt that the teamwork was favorable for a
successful project and that having a self-contained
organization where any number of problems from accounting
to design could be solved quickly and effectively, was
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PAST II - LEGAL AND COHTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS
Walters Construction Management subcontracts a
major portion of their work and with this comes the
responsiblity to insure that they receive their specified
requirements.
This section will address the requirements of a
Construction Management firm as regards the bidding
process, contracts, job progress management, job cost
management, planning and scheduling, modifications, and
commercial issues. It will then address the practical
application of the aforementioned procedures. These
procedures will be documented with actual paperwork used




At the beginning of a project plans and specifi-
cations must be developed and approved for construction.
This requires that the engineering departments and the
designer be able to formally agree on a specific set of
rjlans that will fulfill the retirements of the owner.
In conjunction with the plans, the various departments
will specify any restrictions or constraints that must be
included in the specifications.
Once the plans and specifications are approved
the Construction Management firm will enter the bidding
process. A letter of inquiry is sent out to various
subcontractors to determine what contractors are inter-
ested in bidding on the project. It will describe when
the bids are to be invited, the general nature of the
project, what kind of bid is required, and when bids are
due. Before the Construction Management firm or owner
solicits bids from any contractor he will perform exten-
sive background research on these contractors checking
their previous projects, their financial stability, and
other general information. Once the background research
is complete, the owner will send out invitations to bid.
The package will contain the plans and specifications,
the type of contract that will d« used, the bid form, and
II-2
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'the general conditions of the bid invitation. The sub-
contractor is then required to assemble his bid.
Once the subcontractor assembles his bid, the
owner and architect have 30 to 60 days to award the job.
At this time the owner and architect will discuss modi-
fications or changes with the two lowest bidders. In
these discussions a clear understanding of the agreements
must be reached. Once an agreement is reached the Notice
of Award is sent to the subcontractor. This authorizes
the subcontractor to start ordering long lead time items
and to start shop drawings. In the Notice of Award it is
stated that a formal contract will be forthcoming.
In the construction contract received by the
subcontractor the description of work, the description of
terms, a completion statement insuring th-a subcontractor
is going to provide the labor, material and equipment,
and any other general provisions deemed necessary by the
owner or his representative. This contract will also
stipulate how the subcontractor will be compensated for
the worX, and have a project title and project number.
This form requires signatures, the subcontractor's
license number, his Workmen's Compensation Insurance
Company, and his Personal Liability Insurance Company
with policy numbers and expiration dates.
Once the project is underway it must be insured
that the subcontractor does what was specified. Utilis- I




the owner's representative on the project site must be
2
aware of. In a job progress report the subcontractor
will have his job broken into manageable activities and
easily understood schedules. A bar chart is easily
understood and has activity start and completion dates.
This is a widely used tool in understanding a project's
progress. The subcontractor, when placing his bid, can
set up his progress report based on the time constraints
set by the owner. To make this progress report work,
meetings must be established on a routine basis so the
owner is informed of the subcontractor's schedule. Daily
reports filed by the field supervisor will give an
account of what the subcontractor accomplished and if he
is on schedule. This owner's daily report can be compared
with the subcontractor's daily report for any discrepan-
cies. In the daily reports it will show who did what,
with how many crew members, and with what equipment and
material.
Along with the progress of the job, the project
can be managed with the daily, weekly, or monthly costs
of the job. The subcontractor and owner have agreed on
the subcontractor's costs and monitoring his costs will
help insure the owner and subcontractor know what is
being spent and for what. The project job cost sheet
should break down costs into material, e^.'lp^int, labor,
and any other category the subcontractor or owner deems




sition for payment. A change that has increased the
scope of the contract or a mistake in labor requirements
will eventually show up in the cost management forms.
The subcontractor can be awarded the job under
several different kindrj of construction contracts. The
various contracts can be lump sum, cost-plus-fixed-fee or
percentage-fee, and guaranteed-maximum-plus-fixed-fee
.
Once the job has been awarded the subcontractor must take
steps to contact his material suppliers and contract for
4the purchase of the material needed. A requirement by
the owner is a list of the material suppliers utilized by
the subcontractor and notification immediately if the
list changes.
To keep abreast of the construction costs the
owner and the subcontractor maintain a day to day record
of material costs and labor. The owner's representative
on the job can keep track of labor by daily or weekly
time cards submitted for approval. Copies of all
material requisitions that have been delivered should
also bs brought through the 'owner's fisld supervisor for
submittal to the accounting department. Along with the
> time cards the field supervisor will fill out daily logs
of what occurred on the project, what work was accom-
plished, crew size, equipment used, and any other valu-
able information. In the mechanical work it is extremely
important for the plumbing subcontractor tc keep records
of the various pipe sizes that are used, valves and
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!fittings, and the roughing for fixtures as well as the
finished fixtures. This will give the subcontractor an
idea of the progress of his job by the amount of material
in place and also keep check on any pilfering that can
occur.
In the beginning of the project the subcontractor
should be advised as to the proper format for requisi-
tioning payment. The owner or architect must clearly
state what vouchers, payrolls, bills of lading, or other
material he should have; the legal requirements that must
be met; when the requisition uust be ready; who must
approve it; and when to expect his money.
Most contracts will stipulate that monthly requi-
ritions be submitted. This helps the accounting depart-
ment maintain an active account of the cost for the
project. It also gives the owner some leverage if he is
not pleased with the progress and insures that inspec-
tions will be done at timely intervals, on the project by
his field supervisor before payment i authorized. When
a requisition is submitted a certain percent is retained
as a retainage fee. The sole purpose for this retainage
is to make sure the owner does not pay the full value
7
until all work is complete. This will act as an incen-
tive for the subcontractor to complete work that may be
in dispute.
During the course of a project change orders















usually can be no trouble if they are handled expedi-
tiously and properly. Some of the more frequent reaons
for change orders are changes due to additional work,
changes caused by errors in planning, changes in codes
creating extras, and extra compensation because of job
conditions
.
Changes du-j to additional work are caused by the
owner or architect wanting to change the type of work,
upgrade the quality of certain material, or make an
addition. Changap due to errors in planning might be
errors in dimensions or omitting an essential piece of
equipment. The subcontractor is responsible for knowing
the codes of his trade and should be aware of any changes
in the codes. Change of job conditions can be created by
the owner or architect being indecisive, the owner may
have financial trouble and slow the job down, or an
incompetent subcontractor can not accomplish what he
originally agreed on.
Whatever the reason for changes a procedure must
be established for processing these changes. Since the
changes or modifications will reflect what is happening
on the project site, the information must come from the
qproject site itself. A change order can occur at any
point of the total construction operation and should
include any specific information concerning the exact
area where this change originated and who initiated it.





Owner, and the Architect of any proposed changes. This
will give all the personnel involved the earliest notice
of any impending changes.
The authority to authorize changes or modifica-
tions will be with the owner or the architect or their
designated representatives. Therefore complete and
proper procedures for recording proposed changes or
modifications by the field supervisor are extremely
important. There must be complete information obtained
from the field supervisor covering every step from the
initial suggestion of the change, to the estimation of
material and labor required for the change, the new
agreement between the owner and subcontractor, and the
cance] lation of the change or the incorporation of the
change. Because of the various reasons for changes and
modifications a high priority should be to have a member
of the contracting organization examine the bidding docu-
ments from a contractual standpoint and determine where
12
changes nay be adviseable.
In conclusion, the' object of any contracts
administrator is to see that problems are addressed
before they reach the construction site. Clear, concise
procedures for the contractors to follow when bidding for
a project and explicit guidelines on how to address any
problems once the project is started should be estab-
lished. Once the guidelines and rules are established
and understood by all parties concerned then a well
organized and properly run project can be expected.
II-3
'PRACTICAL APPLICATIOH
The practical application of legal and contrac-
tual requirements will be discussed utilizing one of the
subcontractors for the Bank of Westminster project.
Walters CM. started their preliminary meetings
with the various engineering departments, architects, and
project manager for the Bank of Westminster as early as
March 1984. In these meetings preliminary designs were
examined and reviewed to alleviate any future construc-
tion or management problems. The past t tperiences of the
engineers and the project manager could help identify
problems in the design that will effect the construction
of the project.
When the plans and specifications were finalized
Walters CM. sent out invitations for bids. Having dealt
with contractors or subcontractors in the past Walters
\_ • .i . lias a x a 3 w *j i. av_ v, c^-> k_a wa. a <-v^.i w^ dv. uui. a aim otxaa iiwv.a^j
them of possible projects. During the preliminary design
meetings Walter* CM. had already been in touch with
various ccntrcc^r: and subcontractors explaining the
project and getting responses from interested contrac-
tors. Walters CM. is a private organization and there-
fore does not have to pick the lowest bidder or accept









Walters CM. will receive a Bid Form from the various
contractors stating they have revieved the plans, speci-
fications, and addenda prepared by the deoign firm hired
by Walters CM.. It will give the name of the project,
the bid amount, and what they will accomplish. The bid
form will state the contractor will formalize the work
with the signing of a written contract within ten days of
receiving a written "Notice of Award". See Appendix A,
Fig. 1.
Before Walters CM. sends a "Notice of Award"
they will review the contractor's bid form to insure he
received all of the addenda and review any exceptions or
changes the contractor made to what is specified. The
contractor and Walters CM. will insure there is a clear
understanding of the agreements before a "Notice of
Award" is sent. These agreements can be made over the
phone or in person, but proper documentation must be
required. See >opendix A, Figure 2 for copies of phone
bids that the plumbing subcontractor made deleting
certain itejaa, revised prices and what was not included
on the original bid.
The "Notice of Award" is then sent to the
contractor, referencing the project by title and loca-
tion, for him to proceed based upon his proposal of the
dated bid form. The "Notice of Award' will give the
contractor authorization to start shop drawings and to
order long lead time items. Within the "Notice of Award"
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Iis a committment that a formal contract is forthcoming.
See Appendix A, Fig. 3.
Walters CM. requires that once the contractor
receives his "Notice of Award", a list of the material
suppliers that the contractor will be utilizing is
submitted and if any changes to the list occur they will
be notified immediately. See Appendix A, Fig. 4.
Within 30 to 60 days Walters CM. will send out a
standard Subcontract Form for the subcontractor to
review. Their form is very similar to the American
Institute of Architects Document A101. It will contain
the date of agreement, who the agreement is made between,
the project name, the architect's name, and the provi-
sions of the contract. This form will stipulate the work
to be accomplished and will provide standard provisions
on the back. Additional provisions may be added and
noted for the subcontractor's verification and approval.
As discussed in the Theoretical Application a Workmen's
Compensation Insurance Policy and a Personal Liability
Insurance Policy with policy' numbers and expiration dates
appears on the bottom of the Standard Subcontract Form.
See Appendix A, Fig. 6 and 7.
One of the additional provisions Walters CM.
added was provision 43 which addresses labor disputes on
the project. This provision requires that work be
continued on the project without delay. It was discussed
with the Project Manager on how access to the project
11-11
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would be handled in case of a picket or dispute. Two
entrances to the project would be authorized, one for the
picket lines and one for the subcontractors not in
dispute.
Up to this point Waltes CM. practices the theo-
retical applications previously mentioned, but on this
project there is a definite lack in formal job progress
management. The Field Supervisor monitors what is
accomplished on a daily basis, but the lack of an
activity listing and a logic diagram creates difficulties
in accurately keeping track of the project's progress.
The bar chart is one tool that is being used, but the
extensive nature of construction and construction manage-
ment stipulates that more should be done. This bar chart
was created by Walters CM. and does not have any input
from the subcontractor. To tell the subcontractor he is
behind or ahead of schedule is strictly Walters CM. 'a
interpretation
.
Another tool monitoring the job progress of the
Bank of Westminster is the 'daily logs submitted by the
Field Supervisor. See Appendix B. These logs give a day
by day account of what occurred on the project and What
the subcontractors accomplished. It gives updates of any
specific problems with weather, concrete received on the
job, and other general problems. The logs will tell what
equipment was used, for how long, and why. This not only
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helps in monitoring the progress of the job, but is
useable documentation for backcharging a subcontractor
.
Walters CM. has the capability to monitor the
project progress and utilizes the computer on other
projects. On the Bank of Westminster it must be assumed
that the smallness of the project plus the release of
certain employees created a void.
Walters CM. has the capabilities of inputing
activity listings and having a logic diagram created.
They also have the capabilities with this logic diagram
to establish resource leveling, scheduling, and cost
control. They utilize the PMS-II project management
system Which is one of the most extensive project manage-
ment systems for a personal computer. See Appendix C
In the area of job cost atrol Walters CM.
again has extensive capabilities in this area. They
utilize the Estimax software which can give them 3 levels
of cost for any project. Each level will have a break-
down of cost code, description, labor cost, material
cost, r .^contractors , totals J and dollar per square foot.
As the levels get more explicit a breakdown for quanti-
ties and units is also used. See Appendix A, Fig. 8.
But Walters CM. doesn't utilize these tools on the Bank
of Westminster project.
During the Bank of Westminster project problems
of a subcontractor not being able to accomplish p*rt of







turn created a modification to the original agreement.
Walters C.M.'j field supervisor was keeping track of the
subcontractor's progress and found he was getting behind
schedule. The project manager was notified and he in
turn got in touch with the subcontractor. The project
manager then offered to do a certain part of the work for
the subcontractor with Walters C.N. personnel. During
the conversation it was agreed what Walters CM. w^uld do
and the maximum amount it would cost the subcontractor.
This conversation was referenced by the project manager
when he sent a formal letter explaining what Walters CM.
was going to do, how much it would cost the subcontrac-
tor, and that a formal Change Order to the contract or a
backcharge would be executed. See Appendix A, Fig. 9.
The notification of backchargu was the choice
made by Walters CM. in dealing with this specific sub-
contractor. In the notification for backcharge is the
date, the project name, the subcontractor number which is
a key to what subcontractor it is and what kind of work,
the cost code, and a description of what exactly Walters
CM. is charging the subcontractor for. See Appendix A,
Pig. 10.
After all the work agreed ca is done by Walters
CM. a Subcontract Backcharge form is filled out. See
Appendix D. The form will have the project name, the
subcontract number, the date it was finalized, the cost
code, and the notification date. It will describe what
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was done by Walters C.H. and the maximum backcharge total
agreed on referencing Appendix A, Pig. 9. Attached to
the Subcontract Backcharge would be Walters C.M.'s cost
distribution summaries, material/equipment invoices, and
payroll distribution sheets to substantiate the back-
charge. At the bottom is a summary of what money was
spent on labor and material. This was then subtracted
from the maximum allowable backcharge authorized. As you
can see by Appendix D Walters CM. lost money on this
backcharge. An error in the estimate for the maximum
cost of this backcharge cost Walters CM. $3,089.28.
In conclusion, Walters CM. utilizes a number of
the theoretical approaches to construction management and
project control. But in the important areas of progress
management and cost management they are not utilizing the
tools available within their own organization. Aga'~n
this could be because of the release of certain people
and a lack of manpower to use these tools and also
because of the small scope of the Bank of Westminster
project as compared to other'projects.
11-15
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The original projected start date for the Bank
of Westminster project was to be in April 1984. However
the start date was slipped to July, 1984 due to design
related and owner induced delays.
The impact of the delay in starting did not
cause the anticipated negative effect from the weather.
It was originally thought that not having the building
enclosed by December, harsh weather conditions would be a
detrimental factor. But the weather has cooperated tc
date and the enclosure of the building should be
completed by the end of 1984.
The organisational structure was found to be
very effective and maintained a well defined hierarchy.
This organisational structure encouraged lateral communi-
cation among the various departments within the organisa-
tion. The close proximity of the various departments was
very beneficial to the decision making process. This
closa proximity also favored a positive and effective
team atmosphere. Changes in the plans or specifications
or errors in the plans and specifications could be worked
out expeditiously. The closeness encouraged a relaxed
atmosphere when dealing with peers or superiors and
III-l
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created effective group meetings for the day to day
problem solving.
The field management of the project was very
good and was the main reason for the project's progress.
The lack of practical construction management practices,
(i.e. logic diagrams, schedules, cost management)
hindered *he management of this project. The ability of
the field management to keep the daily logs accurately
was a substantial reason for the home office not being
misinformed or the project being mis-managed. During a
problem with a subcontractor not being able to accomplish
the agreed worX that he was contracted for, the accuracy
of the records kept in the field and forwarded to the
home office helped alleviate a more substantial loss of
money than was incurred.
Time schedules and deadlines that contractors
were held to vere established from the barchart created
by management. The contractor can not be legally held to
these time constraints if he did not participate in their
creation. Establishing a logic diagram with the computer
capabilities available at the home office would have
maintained a tighter schedule and created substantial
documentation for contractor backcharges or change
orders. On the Bank of Westminster project the computer
capabilities available were not utilised to their poten-
tial and caused managerial difficulties. These difficul-





management and project management assigned to the
project.
During the evaluation of the pre-cast erection
timelapse film it was found thac the crew size for the
project was efficient and appropriate. The amount of
r
.„-
idle time during the pre-cast erection was minimal and J%*
.;^
the supervision of the crew was adequate. The handling
-. .
of the precast pieces at times was redundant and could tU




The brick veneer erection timelapse was also
evaluated and the crew sire was sufficient. During one
I
established cycle the amount of idle time was so minimal w
i K
it didn't account for any time on the crew balance analy- jH
•is figure.
The evaluation of the activity listing, logic
diagram, scheduling, and resource availability and utili-
sation was hindered. The inability of management to
utilise the computer software capabilities available
created a gap in this report's analysis. A ssors ccnciss
and clear understanding of how actual "real world"
management coincides with classroom management theory
would have been very helpful in the grasp of theoretical
techniques for students. The ability to study a project
step by step in theory and then to compare it with
reality would have helped close the gap between academia
and the real world of construction management.
III-3
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The usefulness of this report to students will
help differentiate between the theoretical application
taughc in the classroom and what happens on an actual job
site. The students will understand that a project can be
ji
planned and scrutinized theoretically but that intan-
gibles such as human factors in management, changes in
project priorities, or changes in personnel can not
always be accounted for in theory. The ability for
management to be flexible and to Xeep clear, concise
records is very important, but also management must be
21
able to deal with those intangibles in a practical and
professional manner. This report shows how the theoreti-
cal and practical application of construction management
coexisted on the BanX of Westminster project and what the
deficiencies were.
In general the starting date slippage and the
loss of some Xay personnel within the Walters CM.
organization created a severe time factor in the comple-
tion of this report. The inability to follow this
construction project to its' finish reduced the informa-




In conjunction with this project, construction
photographs have been taken. The exact location from which





View from far North-West
property line.
View from West side of
92nd Avenue service drive
cut out.
View from East. Side of
92nd Avenue service drive
cut out.
View of proposed North
elevation.






View of proposed East
elevation from the far
side of Sheridan
Boulevard.
View from North side of
Sheridan Boulevard cut
out.
View of the proposed South
elevation of the Bank.
View of existing temporary












View of existing temporary
bank from fence line at
Sheridan Boulevard.
View of the site from far
Southern. Corner.
View from center of
service drive of 5 + 00.
View of parking log from
South edge.
View from center of
service drive at 3 + 00.
View from center of entry
cutout to bank from
service drive at 2 * 85.
View of the proposed South

















Tne Undersigned further agrees that this proposal shall not be withdrawn for •
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Please let this letter serve as * Letter of Intent end Notice to
Proceed based upon your proposal of June 29, 1984 for Road Utilities
In the eesunt of $97,298 for the above referenced project.
A contract will be allied to you 1n tht near future for your sig-
nature. Please proceed with the ordering of any lr*ng lead Hem,
etc. 45 eay be required. Also please proceed wILi shew dre*lnv*
as necessary. Please forward Certificates of Insurance to our
office when you return your signed contract.











PROJECT: Bin* of WMtainstar
SUBCONTRACTOR:
(Pw Provision Ha 35 of Subcontract)




NAME OF MATERIAL SUPPUER AOORESS PHONE NO.
Vaterworke Salaa Co. 600 W. 43th Ava Denver 80216 292-6206
Carder Concrete Prtwfcct 8311 V. Carder Ct. Littleton 801 25 794-6303
Moblla Preadx Concreta P.O. Box 5183 IA Denver 80217 534-3165
Immediate notification In writing snail be made to the Generd
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•ecrxxi n»
1n Article 15 of the Standard For* of Agreeaent Between Owner and Contractor dated August
1. 1964 at follows:
1. Provide all necessary labor, naterlals and equipment required to perfora the wort which
Includes but not necesserl'.y Halted to the following:
a. Approximately 1.005 LF of 12* D.I. P. water m1n Including all valves, bends,
tr-es, thrust blocks, redding, etc. as noted on the docuaents. Including the
relocatlon/adjustaent of two (2) existing fire hydrants and the Instillation
of csj (1) na fire hydrant all set properly to finish grade and one (1) 12*
check valve. Twelve (12") Inch wet Up Is Included.
b. Approxlaetely 1,492 LF of 8* PVC peraanent sanitary sewer and approxleately
93 LF of 4" PVC temporary sanitary sewer Including all bends, wyes, etc.,
seven (7) precast tanholes with poured concrete bases, one (1) 8* sewer Up.
c. Approxlaately 865 LF of 15" KP stora sewer and approximately 30 LF of 18"
stora sewer Including four (4) precast Manholes with poured bases, thrr*
(3) Type a 10 foot Inlets, two (2) Type R 5 foot InleU, the reaoval and
re-use of existing aaurlals.
«
d. All excavation and backfill for the above work shall be by subcontractor and
shall be perforaed to the Soils Engineer's requirements.
e. All City, SUU, Federal and RTO taxes are Included.
f. All wort shall be perforaed t approved by the City of Westminster.
g. The cost of all overtlae wort for aaklng the 12" water Up In Sheridan Blvd.
during a weekend night Is included, In the aaount of $1,300.00
h. The following shall be excluded froa the wort:
1. Oevelopaent fees for sewer or water.
2. Payaent and Perforaancn bonds.
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IX till *—>«
41. Notilthstending til other provisions of this subcontract. Subcontractor agrees to
sub«1t partial payment requests in such for* and copy as Contractor cay require, and to
deliver saae to Contractor's 9eneral office by the twenty-fifth (25th) day of the wnth.
Subcontractor agrees that his nonthly partial payeent request will Include only work and
aterlals 1e place or delivered to the site or stored off-site under conditions satis-
factory to the Contractor prior to »he last day of the nonth. Monthly partial payments
irt due not later than thirty (30/ tays after due date for partial paynent requests and
shell be nade wltJrie five (5) days of receipt of payment fro* the Owner. When final
paynent Is due. Sabcontrector shell subalt Invoice for flnel paynent. clearly aarked
•Final Paynent".
42. Subcontreetor shall be responsible for clean-up of rubbish and debris resulting
fro» his wort on a dally basis, .ill as verbally directed by the general contractor.
43. Subcontractor agrees that, 1n the event of any picket or other fom of labor
dispute at the construction site, whether that dispute or picket Is in connection with
the Contractor, Subcontractor, or any other contractor or subcontractor on this con-
struction site. Subcontractor will continue to perfom the work required herein without
Interruption or delay. In the event Subcontractor falls to continue the perfomence
of the work included herein, without Interruption or delay, because of such picket or
other fom of labor dispute, the rights aceoroed the Contractor by Provision #19
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STATE COMPENSATION INSURANCE FUND
9SJ UMuAOWAT
OEJVEK* COLOMAjy 8U2UJ
0£HWE» '.Ui*t! <JJi> 866-2658
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Thrt tj to csrtity that Thh dtpartmant Km touad a Standard Workman'i Comcwosation and Employer'*
Liability Policy a* daaeribad b»»ow eovermfl tha liability impoaad upon »o6nct •moluyao by tha Work-
man'* Componaaoon Act of Colorado, said policy bainej in good ttandinq a* of rhi* data.
•OclCT MUibkkt 055 -0 AUGUST 23, 1984
POLICt Ptkiu»» JULY 1, 1984 to JULY 1, 1985
IMSumt: t>LUHBINC CO
bate or ^m-iL ISSUO AUGUST 9, 1968
QUARTERLY ADJUSTMENT
• • fOrf AwblUONAL COPIED fHIi CtBMHC*U MAT UE » i P * JJU C €1/ . ••
Ail poAoss am aubjact to tha foMowtng prwlaion of tha Workman'* Companaat ion Act «rfth raapact to
cancalUmon:
Saction 8-54-114. If any awpto yar (halt ba In arman for mora than twanty day* In any paymam raquirad
to ba mada by him to tha Stata Companaation tnsuranca Fund aa providad by this Act. ha shall by virtua
of tuch an-anojamun t ba in dafault of such paymam and any policy tausd to him by Mid Fond shall thara-
upon ba canca
H
ad without nctea as of tha affacthw data or ranawal data of satd policy.
STATE COMPENSATION INSURANCE FUND
jftCE mW&&S, AEKirfeSTRATTVE CLERX
T




A Bill L. Halttri Co-oany
7931 E. Hapla—ood Av., «2O0
Englr-ood, Colorado 0O111
BUDGET COST ESTIMATE

























2972900 2, 972,900 11.09
1372340 1,372,340 3.49
SOS269 0O3, :\S? 3.22
13&0000 l,3oO.OOO 3.44
78037 7B,037 .31
430000 430, OOO 1.90














Co«p»ny CltlCorp Diner* Club
Av., ai'OO Dtrvtc, Colorado





Cod* D*«crlpt 1 on Labor Material Bub*/oth
.1 ARCHITECTURAL/STRUCTURAL
'ntal %/SF
. 101 Clear at Building
. 102 Foundation Syr.te*.
.103 Structural Sy*tM
. 104 SI *b -On-Oround
. 103 Rooming Syetew
. 106 Exterior Mall*





. 110 Celling Finish**
.111 Mall li Coluan Ftnlmha*
.112 Specialty It*«*
TOTAL
303832 303,832 1 . 22
342764 342,764 1.37
2274730 2,274,730 9. 10
247034 247,034 .99
796347 296,367 1. 19
lSBv^O 1,339,940 6.36
236300 236,500 .93
6256*9 623. &69 2.10
116091B 1, 160.S18 4.64





.201 Heetin-j, Vent 1 A.C.
.202 Plunfclng Sy*tea







,302 Circuit* a Davice*
, 303 Main F—iimrw a Secondary





330200 330, 200 1.40
226900 226,900 .91










A Bill L. Wilttri Company










AC D«*cr ip'tt on Qu*n. UN Labor Material Subs/cth Total























































8.00 1 , 336
2.50 1,273
30583: 303, B52
18" Drilled Piers 16. OO EA
30" Drilled Piers 136. OO EA
36" Drilled Piers EA
Pilasters • Hall 33. 0O EA
Pier Caps EA
Equip. Curbs 3300.00 Sf
Grade Beaavs 7200.00 SF
Sump Pits 1.00 EA
Cooling Toner Sua*> 600.00 SF
Elevator Pits 467. OO SF
Water proo-f 1 ng 2020O.00 SF
Perie. Insulation 1260.00 SF
Winter Protection I. 00 LS
Cool Tower Fndn. 13O.00 SF
Generator Pad 1200.00 SF
Transformer Pad 72. OO SF
Concrete Testing 1.00 LS
Pier Inspection 3.00 WK
TOTAL















600. 00 1 , 800
342764 342,764
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Re: Private Road Improvements
Hyland Office Park
Dear Tom:
This 1$ to confirm our telephone conversations regarding Walters CM
personnel performing work on the stone Inlets (5 each) and the stone
drain RCP.
As per our discussion of August 10, 1984 Halters CM shall construct
the 10 ft. and 5 ft. Inlets. The manhole rings, ladder rungs and •
grates will be provided by and Installed by Walters CM.
Excavation and backfill shall be by The amount charged
to for this work shall be cost of the work plus 72 and
shall In no case exceed $2,016.00 per each.
The store) drain line RCP shall be Installed with our laborers at an
hourly rate of $11.70, $12.35, and $13.33 which Includes all payroll
taxes, etc. All equipment and material for this portion of the work
shall be provided by Plumbing.
Upon Completion of the work, a Change Order to your contract or a
Backcharge will be executed to finalize this agreement.
Should you have questions, please contact the undersigned.
Very truly yours,
5HSTJK£TI0hLHAMAGD€NT, INC.
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Da* 3-27-34 Prt^ct ° Hvland nfflr- Park
Subcontract Data 3-27-24
Subcontract » JZi2ll5nL
Backcharoe Coat Coda 13000




Uno#r th« tarma of tha abova rafacaocad aubcootract igrMmtnt, Pa/ag/aprw 19, 21. & 24. Water* CM La axacciaino, its
ngni ano pn#OSS0noj vain ma rouownng, wotk.
Per wtual aqreewent of both parties - Bamekow Cons tnjct Ion will provide P \ H track?d
bacVhoe for the purpose of excavatlnq the water and sewer lines for Plur*)1nq.
The cost of $60 per hour standard rate shall be deducted *ron th<; Contract for all
tickets slaned by Walters CM and Plunbln".
Tha abova work la batng compaaUd on a tima A matariaJ bam. Upon comptation, a formal bacfccnaroa to your
aubcontract wis ba NMuad. Tha bacfccnaroa «#i ba aupportad wtfi dccumantad coan.
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THE PROBLEM:
Wiiat do you do when . . .?
The president of your company Just assigned you the responsibility of managing




• Production facility design





And ycu art expected to present • plan from beginning to end at the Board of
Directors meeting in two weeks. Your plan must identify what resources will be needed
and when, how much the project will cost, and vhen each of the major accomplishments
will be ready for review. You am to use the available resources that ere controlled by
ten different department managers, and this project is to be scheduled around the currrnt
workload of the various departments. And. by the way. your bonus and next year's salary
are dependent upon how quickly and inexpensively you can accomplish this assignment
How are you going to approach this seemingly Impossible task?
THE SOLUTION:
You need a syOemetk method for assembling your project Into a dynamic network
of interrelated activities. This network should be able to handle the complexities °* y°ur
project, yet be simple to change. It should be able to present ,»ou with the current status
of each activity In your ptoject. and 5t should be able to tell you how each is d *ng against
budget.
This systematic method should enable you to prepare the reports that the presi-
dent wants, and it should sllow you to identify what activities w<ll be affected b> a slip
w a gain in another activity. Your project needs to be ursoer the control of a Project
Management System.
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Now, Do You Haveth^^urces4<rAcGompHS







Youf company ha* successfully ueed PHS II to schedule snd control many concwf"! projects Njt
vour propel marmot* are experiencing unexpected delays and confusion because moc* then on» o< :r„m
hat planned <o utnue the umt reaou/ce at ihe tame time.
Often, mitcaJ activities within your project are discussed In detail with the department managers
that whI be providing the resourced) required They may assure you that your project will be taken care
of" only to find out whan II la toe lata that they don I have enough resource* to meet the scheduU becauae
the resource p*ens that were suforTwtted lor budget approval were In error* They ie very sorry, but your
project will now be delayed Ail remaining activities will need to be renege* letrd with all of the orhet
departments and you can expect more or the unexpected.
THE SOLUTION:
Your co-noany rwsdj to use a systematic method lor controlling the allocation or finite resources
laatnal the nsousrwrnenu of many competing projex. s. Youf company needs RMS-il, the riesourt* >\anage-
rnent System tor PRS-a
.. -a*
o Resource
KMS-I l» a compwjteey astagraaae] resource management system that allows a project manager to
dafa n ustoM axaaea-otxi rawatM csntere — people, depsnmentt machine iou.i. last centers, etc.
— each w»th a aswrsxe rjapoclty as ava il s, as) a ear's fwaC u«e) m eardea rata. Ti>ese resources tan
then he etkxeead to the arUvttst* m your PHS-i p» ohcts. Kaport* can be generated shawsng these eiWxa-
on •-•r»er a p
i u jacl or a n ieyrci canser basts.
ftmSI Is saeei xar coocroct era who haw* the* owenjs ws. tor awjasm ii * * ar esan afarturssaj IVaaa
I
a ma*» 1 type of organisation. o» In any aroyect sMuatfcon wh«r« coeuTHcta o» ar scare* rsmennao
**e II mwkas capacity niatawiy end load t*»« llng easy by providing iha iwmrcs managers wstk
usattitsTj of .he demand* ass the resourc* centers under the* control. £/>v*HI orovsoVs;
• OptVmaJ at ladtun of either the misiu ceasLar'* burden rate or th* burdm row associated srtttt
the prelect (Axed burden con* racist.
• Wars sMapaa* of a.- ^-iitsrtsea- egxwnat * <
that I* bemg aaVxrated.
• AOocsxione —fLoa»aHtslte op tota th* acth-tty % budget lor tabor and burden.
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• ProvMea allocation to capacity data over time for any combination of 2 to Sw
resource centers.
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To: PROJECT MANAGER re: OK TOWER
— Will the materia's arrive In time for each activity?
— Car. money be saved by bulk purchases across projects?
— The project schedule has changed — what orders need attention?
— What are the details of the large material expenditures for the main steel structure?
— Will materia orders allow concrete pouring to be movjd back two weeks?
— The vendor Is asking (of payment — did we receive line 12 of P.O. 142-3434A?
— What materials have been allocated for the major electrical work?
— I'd llks to see oV-taits of now you are minimizing construction loan cash draw.
CalJ me tomorrow morning,
Fix,m: AJ.T.. Vice President
P.S.: "Genius Is not 1/iowtng' the answer to ever ;• question. It Is knowing 'n-here to find' the answer." (Albert Einstein)
THE SOLUTION:
MMS-N Is a materials management system that gives a project manager control of all major bid
Item*. As many as 1*00 smrc&ase order* can be entered into MMS-Il's purchase order data base for
as many ac 500 «lYLWeast undiwi. Up to 32,000 line items of material can be allocated to n' ac-
tivities In *n PMS-* pro-VSs,
MMS-ll works hand- rvhend with PMS-II. Entries to MMS-ll automatically update materia I budget
%\nd actual ra/oes in PMS-II and are shown on the ACTIVITY REPORT. FUNDING SCHEDULE, and
EARNED VALUE ANALYSIS. Schedule changes In PMS-II 9n matched with scheduled delivery dates
of material orders, and late or excessively early scheduled deliveries are highlighted.
MMS-ll has the same easy-to-use techniques for entering and updating information as PMS-II. Only
necessary information is reo^iested. T>d clear editing and error checking messages help you get your
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Acnvmr report with material allocations —
• PfovMa tSt *»M4*» of ai —I irtia'll . rKJo—;fo»»«c»»qMty. tNjwVig dHKti> »rh»<hi>» «rd ttwv.
• Hi*3»§asa i~«CMn »«*•** ns*C5rw*4 ar* (k*«t « •rriv^ ouoid* eW cvrtw^ *choww*«ri 9Cln»*t7 time
pwtoda. '
• Kaaaa faaafcafafraaaaaaa af tea »«mi of mwrtal organ -me* project mo from aaMty lo acttvtly,
making Unary eMhvry of oKkal mai«rUI> practical eran wltk fraawal c*«a»>» rtmi|M
• HlfMpfMa mm mtmn drWytr^ or txpvdlUng oeihrrr*. couM ttapraM ar*>t«ct arvAtaMUty and
• kviudta tka araaa aa*t aw) aalact caeae+IKiw aa PMS-4 and RMS4.
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BPS-II
THE PROBLEM:
When you first get youf FM5-II, and are running three or four projects, sitting at the computer
and generating each of the reports you needed is not much of a chore — in fact, it is actually
a lot of fun. But after you have several projects on your system, and the novelty of watching
the programs go through their paces has worn off, tending the machine while it generates the
many weekly report* yon require can become an expensive and tiresome task.
THE SOLUTION:
BPS-II is a batch processing system, which allows you to:
1) define th« p>o0ecU you ar* currently managing.
2) calculate and generate activity reports, GAMTT charts, and edit listings, and
3) select options far these calculations and reports.
Then, with a single command from you, BPS-II will calculate and report against any number
of projects with as many different options as your current PMSII system, all from your pre-defined
files, completely unattended by you.
If you will find yourself running the same reports against the same projects day after day or
week after week, BPS-II can result in a considerable savings ir. time, money, boredom, and
aggravation.
BPS-II has been designed to provide you with the greatest flexibility possible by allowing you
to set up multiple Independent files for:
1) projects to be processed,
2) reports to be generated, and
3) the sort. select, and format options to be used with the reports.































(CtllfomU midmd p4—»* add "> " S*l—, Tu.)
Discount Policy:
30% educationai discount for recognized institutions. Demo system price applied toward full system price.
Payment Terms]
Prepay or CO.O. Next day air available via UPS Red Label (add 20.00 per PMS-II system).
Delivery:
All systems shipped within 24 hours ARO. UPS Blue Label (second day air).
Freight:
M/C In U.S.A.
The demo systems come with full user documentation Including tutorial and ALL the features of
the full system except those which allow you to create or a6<l to a project network. With the DEMO net-
work that Is Included on your disk, you can explore every feature of PMS-II. RMS-ll. or MMS-II. on your
own machine, at your leisure. When you decide to purchase a full system. Just return your demo disk<s)







Please *eo4 fell PMS-II rjTbtm {$12H.90)
Please ma. fvO RA9-fl system (IM5.0f) (rw-tres PMS-II)
D Please seed Ml MMS-II eystaai (SMS.ftO) (reaeiree PMS-II)







I <»S0.o0 — a—rtlccM* t»—.• rti the price of Um full r—t—
)
((M.00 — _p?Mlc_4« tow- res U»e srke of Um fell system)







Disk Forma* D CP/M O CJVM 86
Disk Suw: 8" Q5V4*
ExL( )
D PCDOS D MSDOS
[' 7430 E C*«y Art 8o.io^< I. Suit 3S0
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Keeping you on
The Critical Path . . .
NORTH AMERICA MICA. INC
1 1772 SorrMUVUfeylU^ Salt* 100 • Sm Die^o, CA 92121 • {619)4*l-S998/T*J«i T01257 NA*iCA QD
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n-H. 11-1-94 p^^, Hvland Office Park
Subcontract* 3710-2505
Backcharge Coat Code 3710-2510
Notification Oat* 8-15-84
Under the term* of tn* subcontract agreemenL referenced above. Welter CM haa ex* cieed It* right and completed the
following ort;
Construction of three (3) 10-ft. Type R Inlets and two (2) 5-ft. Type R Inlets In the
Private Road, excluding eanVile Hnq«, l»HrW n.nnc and gratis supplied bv Subcontractor.
Lv witim. apn»#aa.n» Per HCH letter dated ft-1S-34
r
m>lnM rurlrrharrj* tnt»l nf ; > t7,mfi nn
$10. 080.00 1i applicable, as actual costs »*r~n»ri th»> «,<Mm /wrM rn<t rn<tHh.,Hnn
sunwarles, aateHal/equlpagnt Invoices, and Payroll Distribution sheets arc attached hereto. )
Per Paragraph* 19. 21, 4 24 of »»
reimbursement of our coat*
Vendor
WCT labor (see attached)
Hlsc. vendors (see attached)
your next •ubcontract payment will be credited the following amount for
Invoice No/wcm Labor Cog
.
8/19. 8/26. 9/2. 9/9. 9/16 S10.446.69
»%ter1als > equipment 2.722.59
ACTUAL COSTS SUBTOTAL
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ASSIGNMENT 1
Analyze and suggest ways to improve the erection
process of the precast structure of the Bank of Westminster
from the given timelapse film. Set up a crew balance chart
for analysis and comparison as shown in Methods Improvement
for Construction Managers by Henry W. Parker and Clarkson H.
Ogelsby, McGraw Hill Book Co., 1972.
Given: 1) Welder 1 is dressed in dark pants and dark
shirt.
2) Welder 2 is dressed in dark pants and
white shirt.
3) Foreman is dressed in dark pants, white
shirt, and red hard hat.
4) Equipment Operator is dressed in dark
pants, dark shirt, and dark ball cap.
(NOTE: Operator does not leave cab of
crane.
)
5) Each frame was taken every 60 seconds,
therefore 1 frame is equal to 1 minute.
6) The 60 second interval scarts at the start
of film.
7) The second half of the film was taken at
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ASSIGNMENT 2
Analyze and suggest ways to improve the erection
process of the brick veneer of the Bank of Westminster from
the given timelapse as shown in Methods Improvement for
Construction Managers by Henry W. Parker and Clarkson H.
Ogelsby, McGraw Hill Book Co., 1972.
Given: 1) Foreman is heavy set with white hard hat
dressed in tank jacket and dark pants.
2 ) Two bricklayers both dressed in maroon
shirts and dark pants with white hard
hats.
3) Laborer dressed in gray jacket, dark
pants, and red hard hat.
4) Laborer dressed in gray jacket with blue
shoulders, dark pants, and white hard hat.
5) Film was at 1 second intervals, therefore
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